
ABSENTEE BIDDER AGREEMENT 
 

Wheeler Auctions  
1 Impala Court  

Park Hills, MO 63601 USA 
                            p 833.599.8999 | f 888.801.4567    

bidders@wheelerauctiongroup.com 
 
This agreement between Wheeler Auctions and __________________________(Bidder) is designed to allow Bidder to place bids on a particular Lot 
Number at Wheeler Auctions auction. 
 

1. Bidder understands that he can either place bids via telephone with an authorized representative of Wheeler Auctions or can simply 
authorize Wheeler Auctions to bid on Bidder’s behalf up to the Max Bid amount. In the event that Bidder cannot be reached via telephone, 
Bidder authorizes Wheeler Auctions to bid on specified lot numbers up to the Maximum Bid amount as set forth below. Wheeler Auctions 
will not be held responsible if contact cannot be made. 
 

2. Increasing bids made on Bidder’s behalf will only be made in increments consistent with the auction as it progresses in the complete 
discretion of the auctioneer. 

 
3. Bidder can increase max bid via telephone with an authorized Wheeler Auctions agent during the auction, but a decrease in the Maximum 

bid amount must be received in writing by Wheeler Auctions prior to the start of that day’s auction. 
 

4. Bidder is responsible for any inspections or appraisals of the vehicle prior to the sale. All sales are “As Is No Warranty.” The Bidder agrees 
not to hold Wheeler Auctions or any of its agents liable for any opinions or statements expressed regarding the quality or condition of the 
vehicle. 

 
5. Bidder will need to fill out the main Bidder Contract and be approved to be able to make Phone or Absentee Bids. All bids are subject to all 

of the Terms & Condition in the main Bidder Contract, in addition to the provisions set forth in this agreement. 
 

6. The funds due for a winning bid are due the next business day after the sale, at the latest. No vehicles will be released, nor will any titles be 
issued until payment has been received and cleared in full. For this reason, wire transfers are suggested. 
 

7. Bidder will be responsible for arranging the prompt shipping for any vehicles purchased at the sale. If shipping has not been arranged in a 

“timely manner” (“timely manner” is defined solely at Wheeler Auctions discretion) ,Wheeler Auctions reserves the right to ship the car to 
the Bidder at the Bidder’s expense or take the vehicle to its storage depot. Any resulting costs are the responsibility of the Bidder. 
 
 

 
Bidder Name _______________________________________________________ Bidder Number________________________________________ 
 
Address__________________________________________________ City_________________________State___________Zip________________ 

 
1st Phone Number _____________________________________________ 2nd Phone Number___________________________________________ 
 
Auction City_________________________________________ Sale Dates___________________________________________________________ 
 
Consignment #_______________ Run Number_______________ Car Description_____________________________________________________ 
 
Maximum Bid Amount $_____________________________ 

 
I agree to these terms and conditions: 
 
Bidder Signature__________________________________________ Bidder Name Printed____________________________________________  

Date_______________________________ 

For the purposes of this agreement, I acknowledge that all copies of electronic images, facsimiles and similar images, without limitation, shall be 

considered duplicate originals, and fully legal and effective with respect to signatures, witnesses and dates, or other matters as appropriate. This 

agreement may be executed in counterparts and is fully legally binding. 
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